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“Because Kids Will Be Kids!”

DRIVEWAY SAFETY NET

MODEL 4800/4830

INSTALLATION AND USE INSTRUCTIONS
IMPORTANT NOTICE: Driveway Net is NOT intended to be used as a swimming pool barrier or a gate.
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1. Some models of the Driveway Safety Net have 2 piece net poles. If so, connect the poles together by sliding
the pole with the small end into the open end of the straight tube with the black plastic cap.
2. Install the first ground sleeve.
3. Using hammer and block of wood, hammer the first ground sleeve into the ground. Be sure ground sleeve goes
straight into the ground. If the ground is soft, it may require that the ground sleeve lean slightly outward away from
the driveway. This will allow the net pole to stand up straight when the net is stretched tight.
4. With the 1st ground sleeve in place, place the net pole with net into the ground sleeve. (If the ground sleeve has
filled partially with dirt during the installation, pull sleeve out of ground, tap on driveway to remove dirt and reinstall.
Be sure ground sleeves are flush with ground when fully installed. )
5. Stretch the net across the driveway.
6. With net pulled tight enough to stand up straight; mark the location where the 2nd net pole rests on ground.
7. Install the second ground sleeve.
8. Hammer the 2nd ground sleeve into the ground approximately 2 inches away from the marked location of the 2nd
pole. (Moving the ground sleeve out 2 inches will ensure that the net is tight when installed.)
9. Place 2nd net pole with net into ground. Slide the net up or down on the poles until the net gently rests on the
driveway. (This will help ensure that rolling balls will be stopped by the net.)
Removal and Storage: When removing net for storage, place the black vinyl caps over the ground sleeves to keep out dirt and
water. With ground sleeves flush with the ground, there is no need to remove them. They will not interfere with grass mowing. It is
recommended that the net be rolled up around one of the poles and stored in the shipping box.
Helpful Hints: Should the net start to sag overtime, the ground sleeve may become loose in the ground remove one of the
ground sleeves and move it out slightly from the driveway and reinstall. If your soil is sandy it may be necessary to use cement
around ground sleeves.
This is a woven net. If net snags, DO NOT CUT! Stretch out netting around snag to stretch out.
Please remember: This product has been designed only as a visual barrier. It is not intended to be a physical barrier to hold
children. Adult supervision is always required when young children play near road!

This product is not a substitute for adult supervision.
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